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A
s a well-known concept in device
physics, the negative differential re-
sistance (NDR) characteristic has

been found in many physical systems such
as double quantum wells,1 superlattices,2

and one-dimensional systems.3�8 More
than 40 years ago, Simmons and Verderber
(SV)9 proposed a charge storage mechan-
ism to explain the NDR behavior in a MIM
structure with a silicon monoxide layer
sandwiched between two electrodes. They
described that the electroforming process
moves gold atoms from the electrode into
the SiO layer where an impurity band acting
as the electron-trapping states is formed. In
2004, Bozano4 et al. utilized this mechanism
to explain the NDR phenomenon in the
devices with organic structures as the in-
sulator layer. The space-charge field due to
the stored charges at the trapping sites
reduces the current through the junction,
and the low and high resistance states are
obtained. With increasing interest10�17 in
resistance switching effect in the recent
years, the charge storage mechanism de-
scribed by SV has attracted great attention.
However, due to the lack of direct evidence
from the experiments, the charge storage
mechanism is still a subject of debate.4,5,15

One outstanding challenge is a proper de-
scription of the introduced trapping states.
The difficulty lies in the in situ characteriza-
tion of the active region for charge storage.
Using metal oxides,12,13,16�26 organic/

polymeric compounds,4,5,14,15 or nanoparti-
cle assemblies27 sandwiched between two
metal electrodes, the resistive random access
memory (ReRAM) has merits such as low
power consumption, high speed operation,
and high density integration. Various driving
mechanisms, including electro-migration of

oxygen ions,18�20 charge trapping,4,5,9,16,21,28

filamentary conducting,22�26 and others,10,11,13

have been suggested to explain the underly-
ing phenomena. Nevertheless, since resistive
switching isbasically anelectricalphenomenon,
the current�voltage (I�V) characteristics are
essential in deciphering the mechanisms in-
volved. Using passive circuit elements such as
resistors, capacitors, and inductors, a memristor
model has been proposed.12,29,30 One of its
typical characteristics is the symmetrical I�V
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ABSTRACT

With a thin insulator sandwiched between two electrodes, the negative differential resistance

(NDR) behavior has been frequently reported for its potential device applications. Here we

report the experimental observation of a symmetric NDR characteristic in a resistive switching

device based on TiO2. We propose a charge storage mechanism for the NDR effect, with oxygen

molecular ions working as the active source, in a thin insulating layer. Current�voltage

measurements demonstrated a highly reproducible state at about 0.65 eV, and the

photoelectron spectroscopy measurements showed that it complies well with the Ti3d band

gap state. Our first-principle calculations confirm that charge storage and release arise from

trapping and detrapping of oxygen molecular ions at the defect sites. The results and

mechanism demonstrated here in a thin layer could be extended to other systems approaching

molecular dimensions for device applications.

KEYWORDS: negative differential resistance . charge storage . titanium
dioxide . band gap state . oxygen molecular ions . resistive switching
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behavior, which can be explained by a circuit with two
diodes back-to-back.12 Alternatively, electron tunneling
through a thin barrier can also describe this I�V

characteristic.
In this study, we report a resistive switching device

with highly reproducible symmetrical NDR character-
istic by using a TiO2 layer sandwiched between two
electrodes. Photoelectron spectroscopy experiments
are carried out to determine the band gap state. To
reveal the charge storage mechanism, first-principles
calculations are also performed. We propose that the
symmetrical NDR phenomenon comes from an inter-
face insulator layer approaching molecular dimen-
sions. In the electron-tunneling regime, a resistive
switching model based on charge trapping and de-
trapping at a band gap state introduced by oxygen
vacancies, with oxygen molecular ions as the active
source in charge storage, is presented.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Device Fabrication and Characterization. The amorphous
TiO2 film was deposited on a Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrate by
sputter deposition. TiN top electrode (TE) was fabri-
cated using a shadow mask. Figure 1a shows the
schematic structure of the device and the I�V setup.
The resistive switching behavior was measured by
applying a bias voltage on the TE and with the bottom
electrode (BE) grounded. After the electroforming
process, a three-phase switching behavior with high
repeatability was observed through a voltage sweep
between�1.0 and 1.0 V (Figure 1b). The voltage sweep
was at 50 mV/step. As the applied voltage increased,
the I�V trace of the device followed an exponential
control function. When the voltage reached a certain
value (∼0.65 V), the current began to drop, showing a
NDR characteristic. The resistance state was translated
from a low resistance state to a high resistance state.
Then with the decrease of voltage, the I�V trace
followed another exponential control function. As the
voltage increased again under a negative voltage
polarity, a sudden current jump (occurring randomly
between�0.30 and�0.55 V, centered at around 0.40 V)
took place before another NDR process (∼�0.65 V).

The exponential I�V characteristic indicates elec-
tron tunneling, and the NDR characteristic on the
positive side can be well explained by the charge
storage mechanism,9 where the charge trapping at a
specific band gap state is attributed to the NDR
behavior in a resistive switching device. To identify
such a state, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy
(UPS) experiments were carried out on the amor-
phous TiO2 thin film.

In the stoichiometric form, TiO2 is a wide band gap
insulator, which can be made semiconducting via a
reduction process. For a single-crystal sample, the
sample preparation procedure comprises Arþ ion

sputtering and high-temperature annealing prior to
UPS measurement.31,32 The sample structure TiO2/Pt/
Ti/SiO2/Si in this experiment was prepared through an
identical process prior to the deposition of the TiN top
electrodes, with the 20 nm TiO2 top layer deposited
under the same conditions as the MIM device struc-
tures. The top thin film shows good conductivity and
can be used for UPS measurements directly. Figure 2
shows spectra corresponding to the sample without
any treatment, after Arþ ion sputtering and after an

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the device structure and
the I�V measurement system. (b) Experimental switching
I�V curves. The curves represent 50 experimental switching
loops,which showahighdegreeof repeatability. Phases I, II,
and III are defined as the resistance states from the lowest to
the highest, respectively. The four circled numbers refer to
the sweep stage at different voltages.

Figure 2. Photoelectron spectroscopy valence band spec-
tra. The as-deposited TiO2 sample (black) was followed by
10minArþ ion sputtering (red) and 1000 L oxygen exposure
(blue) subsequently.
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O2 exposure of 1000 Langmuirs (L 1L = 1� 10�6 Torr 3 s).
All of the experiments were performed at room tem-
perature.

For the original sample, no band gap state was
detected. A ∼3.4 eV wide band gap was determined
from the measurement. After the sample was sput-
tered with 500 eV Arþ ion for 10 min, a band gap state
at∼1.02 eV below the Fermi level was detected. This is
consistent with the studies for single-crystal samples
based on electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)33

and UPS32 measurements, with the gap feature ob-
served at ∼0.85 eV below the conduction band (CB),
which is known as the Ti3d state.31�33 The Fermi level
position is close to the CB. The valence bandmaximum
(VBM) is shifted by ∼0.3 eV away from the Fermi level,
with respect to the original sample. After an O2 ex-
posure of 1000 L, the intensity of the Ti3d state
decreases dramatically, leaving a residual intensity.
There is little change of Ti3d position between the
sample after sputtering and after O2 exposure. At the
same time, the VBM position shifts back to that of the
original sample after oxygen exposure (Figure 2). For
the original sample, the failure to detect the Ti3d state
might be due to the low defect concentration, under
detection limit of UPS. The two common defects in
TiO2, oxygen vacancy

31 and Ti interstitial,32 are the two
possible origins of the Ti3d state, which has been
discussed extensively in recent years.

For an n-type semiconductor, electrons are ele-
vated from a shallow donor level into the CB after an
effective doping process. The n-type origin for reduced
TiO2 is still under debate.

34�36 A reduction process for
single-crystal TiO2 creates large amounts of oxygen
vacancies and Ti interstitials at the same time. As a
comparison to the variable n-type sources under dis-
cussion, conducting nanofilaments inside amorphous
TiO2 films could also be the source of the good
conductivity. Kwon22 et al. recently reported direct
identification of electroformed conducting nanofila-
ments with oxygen-deficient Magnéli phases inside
TiO2 films for the resistive switching devices. For the
Magnéli phase, a work function of ∼4.2 eV has been
reported,21 which is close to the electron affinity of
TiO2. Comparably, using density functional theory, a
microscopic model for electrically active filaments
composed of metallic nickel atoms chains was pre-
sented by Lee24 et al., based on oxygen-deficient NiO
structures. Studies on oxide-coated cathode have been
started for a long time. From the literature review by
Dearnaley,37 Mutter38 studied emission and conduc-
tivity of such structure and revealed that the oxide
conductivity is Ohmic and independent of the current
flow direction. As the model proposed by Dearnaley39

et al., it is supposed that conducting filaments with
molecular dimensions are developed through oxide
coating. Extended into the oxide matrix, the filaments
are directly responsible for the electrical conductivity

and the high thermionic emission of the oxide. On the
basis of the filamentary theory by Dearnaley et al., a
model to explain the observed electrical phenomenon
is shown in Figure 3b. Distinct from the host matrix of
the oxide, the filamentary conducting paths work as a
bridge between the two electrodes. The insulating TiO2

layer lies at the interface between TE and the bulk
oxide layer. During the electroforming process of the
devices, a linear I�V characteristic attributed to fila-
mentary conduction has been observed.40 TiN is widely
used as a “diffusion barrier” in semiconductor manu-
facturing. Under an electro-migration process, oxygen
ions tend to pile up at the TE/oxide interface and
migrate out through BE. At the top interface, oxidation
of the filaments may take place. As a result, a thin
interface insulating layer is formed. Electrons need to
tunnel through the interfacial layer with filaments as
the conducting bridges. As a comparison to the top
interface, the TiO2/Pt(BE) interface acts as an Ohmic
contact.41�43

On the basis of the Wentzel�Kramers�Brillouin
(WKB) approximation, tunneling currents in the direct
tunneling regime can be described by the Simmons
model (1963).44,45

J ¼ e

2πhd2
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This equation expresses current density as a func-
tion of voltage V, with barrier height j0 and insulator
thickness d being the key parameters that affect the
electron direct tunneling through a barrier; h is Planck's
constant, R is a unitless parameter45,46 used for fitting,
m is the rest mass of electron, and e is the elementary
charge. On the basis of expression 1, a good fit
between experiment data and Simmons' model has
been obtained, as shown in Figure 3c. Using this
method, the interfacial layer thickness was estimated
to be 1.84 nm, with the barrier height and the R
parameter at 1.04 eV and 0.98, respectively. The data
were sampled from the I�V curves of the device shown
in Figure 1b.

In the UPS measurements, the Fermi level was
moved up to be close to the CB, as a comparison to

that of an insulator oxide. On the basis of further

analysis of the observed phenomenon, we attribute

the 1.02 eV Ti3d state to oxygen vacancies. There

has been considerable discussion in the literature

about the n-type source for TiO2. In particular, hydro-

gen (a ubiquitous impurity in many oxides) has been

reported35,36 to produce shallow donor electrons

below the CB. Ti interstitial could be another n-type
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source for TiO2. This report is too short to discuss the
alternatives in any detail. With TiO2 as an insulator and
the Fermi level in the middle of the band gap, the 0.65
eV state coincides well with that of the 1.02 eV Ti3d
state observed in the band gap. The sum of 1.67 eV is
very close to the half band gap value of 1.7 eV based on
the UPS experiments.

The interface insulator layer comes from the oxida-
tion of the filaments at the top interface and acts as the
primary area for charge trapping. With electrons trap-
ping at the band gap state introduced by native
oxygen vacancies, the NDR characteristic on the posi-
tive side occurs.

First-Principles Modeling. Besides charge trapping, a
charge detrapping process is necessary for a reversible
switching. A sudden current jump at a negative bias
around �0.40 V could be attributed to such a process.
With charge continuously trapping and detrapping
under the electrical field, the two-sided NDR with
symmetric characteristic forms. Oxidation and redox
reactions at defect sites like oxygen vacanciesmay take
place, due to the electro-migrated oxygen molecular
ions at the interface. As a result, a structure with
charged oxygen interstitials is proposed.

To provide further insight into the TiO2-based NDR
characteristics, we carried out first-principles calcula-
tions to investigate the electronic properties of TiO2

with oxygen vacancy defects and interstitial negative
charged oxygen atoms. The oxygen vacancy (VO) is
created by removing one oxygen atom from the super-
cell (Figure 4a). The charged oxygen interstitial is
realized by putting an O2

2� into the vacancy site
(Figure 4b). The optimized structure (Figure 4a) shows
that VO has little effect on the local structure, indicating
that VO is the dominant defect in TiO2. By inserting O2

2�

into the vacancy site, the local structure is slightly
distorted (Figure 4b). The Ti�O bond near the defect
is extended by 1%. The distance between Ti and
interstitial O is about 2.14 Å and about 4% larger than

the Ti�O bond. The O�O bond is 1.49 Å, larger than
that in an isolated molecule (1.24 Å). The calculated
band gap of the pristine TiO2 is about 2.7 eV47,48

(Figure 4c). Defect states are formed within the band
gap (0.67 eV above the middle of the band gap) by
introducing VO into TiO2 (Figure 4d). The position of the
defect band within the band gap is close to 0.65 eV
value obtained from the I�V curves. With the vacancy
site occupied by mobile charged O2

2�, the VO states
disappear and the Ef shifts to CB (Figure 4e). Charge
storage is realized by negative charges fixed at the
trapped oxygen atoms, and the device resistance state
transfers to another level, leading to the NDR effect.

The sudden current jump observed at a negative
voltage (Figure 1b) is related to the release of O2

2� from
vacancy sites. The energy barrier for the process is
calculated from

Eb(O
2�
2 ) ¼ Etot(TiO2 þ VO þO2�

2 )

� Etot(TiO2 þ VO)þ E(O2) � 2Ef (2)

where Etot (TiO2 þ VO) is the total energy of the cell
containing a vacancy, Etot (TiO2þ VOþO2

2�) is the total
energy of the cell with the vacancy occupied by O2

2�,
and E(O2) is the energy of oxygenmolecule and Ef is the

Fermi energy. The calculated energy barrier (Eb) is a

function of Ef (Figure 4f). For the charged system, the

Fermi level shifts into the CB by electron doping after

the oxygen molecular ion was introduced into the

neutral cell (Figure 4e). Therefore, Eb is about 0.36 eV,

consistent with the threshold values (∼�0.40 eV)

from the I�V curves (Figure 1b). The random charac-

teristic of the threshold voltage values may be due

to the different oxygen environments at the inter-

face, during each electrical sweep. On the other hand,

the modeling is based on a crystalline interface which

represents an ideal situation in contrast to the much

more complex situation at the metal/oxide device

heterostructures.

Figure 3. (a,b) Sketch of the model: the top interface is an interface insulating layer (IIL) formed after an oxidation process of
the conducting filaments at the interface area; the bulk oxide consists of a number of conducting filaments, as a comparison
to the surrounding insulator matrix. (c) Plots of average current density versus voltage in a semilog scale: black dotted line
shows the raw data sampled from the I�V curves, and the red dotted line shows the fitting results based on the current
tunneling model by Simmons. The inset shows the same curves in a linear scale. The IIL thickness is fitted at ∼1.84 nm.
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Switching Mechanism. With the above analysis, we
summarize the resistive switching phenomenon
shown in Figure 1b. The different resistance states
are defined as phases I, II, and III. (i) With negative
charges trapped to one side of the top insulating layer
during preceding electroforming processes, the device
memory state is at phase II. (ii) With the voltage
increasing on the positive side, charges start to be
trapped at defect sites on the other side of the insulat-
ing layer when V is above 0.65 V. After this stage, the
memory state is switched to phase III. (iii) With the
voltage under a negative polarity, trapped charges are
released from the defect sites (∼�0.40 V), after which
the memory state is switched back to phase I. (iv) With
further increase of voltage above �0.65 V, negative
charges start to be trapped again and the memory
state is switched to phase II. With continuous voltage
sweeps between �1.0 and 1.0 V, this behavior shows
high repeatability. Besides TiN as the TE material, we
have also made structures with Pt and Ni as the TE. The
symmetric NDR characteristic shown in Figure 1b was
only observed for a TiN/TiO2/Pt structure, due to the
difference in oxygen diffusion ability. As a comparison
to that of TiN, good oxygen diffusion ability was
reported for Pt49 and Ni.50 Oxygen molecular ions pile
up at the TE/oxide interface under a positive bias and
migrate out of the structure through Pt under a
negative bias. Under a negative bias, the interface
piled oxygen ions tend to be removed, and the tem-
porarily trapped oxygen atoms might be dragged out,
upon which oxygen vacancies are then formed.

The interface energy barrier for electrons to tunnel
through is changed, due to the piling up of negative

charges at the interface. The low and high resistance
states are formed, depending on the charge-trapping
states at the interface insulator layer. Charges tend to
trap from the outer into the inner region of the
insulator layer. With oxygen molecular ions trapping
into the neutral regions, the Fermi level will be shifted
by electron doping, as compared to the other regions
of the interface layer without trapped charges. The
charge trapping at different regions of the interface
insulator oxide is similar to the nonpercolating domain
structure,16 where charge injection and release take
place at the specific domains. Moreover, since the
negative charges are fixed at the trapped oxygen
atoms, it is difficult for the charges to spread through
the insulator layer after an electron “traveling” process,
according to the theory described by SV.9

SV attributed the observed nonvolatile resistance
states to electrons trapping to the specific sites intro-
duced by diffusion of gold atoms into the oxide.9

Instead of using electrons as the source in charge
trapping, we interpreted the switching behavior in
Figure 1b based on first-principles modeling, by intro-
ducing oxygenmolecular ions into the TiO2 cells. Upon
microstructure changes, the trapped electrons are
fixed at the specific sites. On the other hand, it could
also be of a dual process composed of electrons'
trapping and a subsequent reaction between oxygen
vacancies (with trapped electrons) and nonlattice
oxygen molecules. Trapped electrons are fixed with
the oxygen atoms at the defect sites of the insulator
layer. This leads to using oxygen molecules for charge
storage.

Figure 4. First-principles calculations of TiO2 with oxygen vacancy and charged oxygen interstitial defects. (a) Local
structures of TiO2 with oxygen vacancy. (b) Local structures of TiO2 with oxygen vacancy occupied by O2

2�. (c�e) DOSs of
TiO2, TiO2 with VO, and TiO2 with VO occupied with O2

2�, respectively. (f) Formation energy of oxygen vacancy from the
charged oxygen interstitial structure, as a function of the Fermi level (Ef). Ef is measured from the VBM.
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CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated symmetrical NDR effects with

high repeatability in a resistive switching device. A thin
interfacial layer of a few monolayers is attributed as the
origin of the observed electrical phenomenon. The oxy-
gen vacancy is proposed as the band gap state and
correlated to the Ti3d state. The defect state obtained
from the current�voltage curves complies well with that
from the photoelectron spectroscopy measurements.
The electronic phenomena observed are in agreement

with theoretical calculations based on first-principles
modeling. In the electron-tunneling regime, with oxygen
molecular ions as the active source, a new model based
on charge trapping and detrapping is proposed for the
observed resistive switching phenomenon. The results
suggest that charge storage can be realized by introdu-
cing specific defects in a very thin insulating layer. We
expect the ability to pattern high repeatability reversible
NDR characteristic to present a new direction for high
density information storage and processing.

METHODS
Experimental. The 20 nm thick amorphous TiO2 thin film was

deposited on a Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrate by RF magnetron sput-
tering from a TiO2 target at room temperature, with Ar gas flow
rate at 30 sccm (standard cubic centimeters perminute) and the
RF power at 250 W. Circular TiN top electrodes 100 μm in
diameter were fabricated by sputtering using a metal shadow
mask. The current�voltage measurements of the thin films
were carried out at room temperature using an Agilent 4155C
semiconductor analyzer. The sample was electroformed by
performing I�V sweeps until stable resistive switching behavior
was observed. During the electroforming process, the voltage/
current level and polarity were the parameters controlled,
similar to the report of Jeong et al.19

TheUPS experiments were performed at room temperature,
in a UHV end-station (base pressure 1� 10�10 Torr), at the SINS
beamline at the synchrotron radiation facility in SSLS (Singapore
Synchrotron Light Source).51 Valence spectra were acquired
with photon energy of 60 eV. Ef was determined by a Fermi edge
cutoff from a multilayer Au film. The O2 exposure was per-
formed at room temperature.

Theoretical. The first-principles calculation based on the
density functional theory (DFT)52 and the Perdew�Burke�
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA)53

was carried out to find the mechanism. The projector augmen-
ted wave (PAW) scheme54,55 as incorporated in the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP)56 was used in the study. The
Monkhorst and Pack scheme of k-point sampling was used for
integration over the first Brillouin zone.57 A 3 � 3 � 3 grid for
k-point sampling for geometry optimization and an energy
cutoff of 380 eV were consistently used in our calculations.
The density of states (DOS) have been obtained with a 7� 7� 7
mesh. Good convergence was obtained with these parameters,
and the total energy was converged to 2.0� 10�5 eV/atom. The
bulk anatase TiO2 structure (a-TiO2) is modeled with a 3� 3� 1
supercell containing 36 Ti atoms and 72 O atoms. The GGAþU
method was used to treat 3d electrons of Ti with the Hubbard
on-site Coulomb interaction parameter (U�J) to calculate the
electronic structures of TiO2with andwithout doping. A value of
5 eV for the U�J is consistently used in our calculations to find
the defect level in the band gap comparable with the experi-
mental value.
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